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Abstract 

The main difficulty in designing of an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) tribometer combined with 

tribophysical and tribochemical characterization techniques is to find the critical compromise 

between the scientific requirements and technical or technological limitations from different 

subsystems and components. The principal conflicts, their possible solutions and the 

recommended tribometer configurations are analysed. The developed methodological principles 

were applied for designing and construction of two UHV experimental tribological systems: 

TriDes-2 and Ca
3
UHV. The advances in the design and development of the vacuum system as 

well as the UHV force sensor and sample holder are presented and discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

In the 1960s, the space exploration needs prompted an increased research on problems related 

with friction, wear and lubrication in vacuum and controlled atmospheres [1]. That research was 

focused on the accelerated life testing of the mechanisms and components, as well as on 

developing and testing new lubricants and protective coatings. For this purpose a number of 

vacuum test equipment were developed covering a gas pressure range  from low to ultrahigh 

vacuum [2]. By the early 1970’s, when some of the problems had been resolved and the 

limitations of other had been defined, most of the research stopped.  

However, recently tribological systems again have become the limiting factor in spacecraft 

reliability and performance since a number of new applications have arisen stimulating a 

renewed interest [1-3]. Advanced tribological materials should also comply with very strict 

requirements on the outgassing of volatiles [4] as well as on secondary electron emission both 

from free surfaces and during friction and mechanical deformation [5, 6] in order to avoid 

contamination of lenses, sensors and other devices to prevent the multipactor effect. Therefore, 

vacuum test equipment should allow to study those phenomena. Similar problem exists in the 

modern semiconductor industry: the need to enhance yield of the semiconductor chips with 

ever-smaller elements challenges the engineers of manufacturing systems to reduce number of 
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chip defects associated with gaseous and particulate contamination that in large part originates 

from  mechanical elements [7, 8].  

On the other hand, there is a steadily growing interest in basic studies on the fundamental 

mechanisms of friction, wear, lubrication and related tribophysical processes and tribochemical 

reactions. Ultrahigh vacuum and/or controlled ambient atmosphere are the necessary conditions 

when studying gas-phase lubrication [9], mechanically stimulated gas emission (MSGE) [10-

20], triboplasma [21-23], triboelectrification [24-26], triboluminescence [24, 27, 28], emission 

of charged particles [29-31], tribochemical reactions [23, 32-34], etc. For these studies, 

conventional tribological test rigs should be combined with various physical, chemical and 

surface characterization techniques.  

So far, various vacuum test equipment has been developed to address the needs of specific 

tribological characterization of materials in vacuum and under controlled atmosphere [2, 15, 30, 

35-46]. Some of these systems have optimal design, although “trial and error” has been the 

general approach. Development of a test equipment with controlled vacuum or gas environment 

aimed to answer to various scientific, technical and technological challenges associated with the 

tribological problems is not a trivial task since many, and often conflicting, requirements must 

be met. Lack of a methodological basis complicates the optimal development of vacuum test 

equipment making this task more art than science.  

Bearing in mind that a vacuum tribometer for low vacuum can be developed by just placing a 

conventional tribometer inside a corresponding vacuum chamber the present work is focused on 

the designing of high and ultrahigh vacuum systems. We endeavour to suggest the ways of 

optimal designing of vacuum tribological test rigs finding a compromise between the 

requirements and limitations. This analysis was used by the authors for the development of two 

novel experimental systems in which tribological and tribo-physico-chemical characterization of 

materials and lubricants can be carried out. The authors believe that the developed approaches 

and lessons learnt in this work will underpin further development of these techniques.  

2. Basic principles of design 

2.1. General requirements and challenges 

While tribological characterization is aimed at determining friction and wear properties of the 

materials under various experimental conditions and environment, tribo-physico-chemical 

(TPC) studies involve characterization of physical and chemical phenomena activated at the 

tribological contact. These phenomena can be studied using specific experimental techniques 

coupled to a conventional tribometer. As a result, an experimental system is much more 

sophisticated than just a vacuum tribometer that is quite complex per se.  

Generally, an experimental system for combined tribological and physico-chemical 

characterization comprises the following seven subsystems: vacuum system, mechanical 

system, sensors, sample handling and manipulation, environment control, control of loading and 

kinematics, techniques for physico-chemical (TPC) characterization. Optimal designing of the 

experimental system implies finding a satisfactory compromise between the requirements set by 

these seven subsystems upon the environmental and operational conditions, relative position of 

the components and their compatibility, which problem can be called "Septilemma". The 

schematic drawing of the subsystems and relations between them is shown in Fig. 1. Detail 

analysis of all relationships and conditions set by each of the subsystems is out of the scope of 



this work and can be consulted elsewhere 

subsystems are discussed below.

Figure 1. Subsystems of a vacuum test rig for complex tribological and tribo

(TPC) characterization of materials. 
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Furthermore, the components of the sample handling system must meet the requirements and 

limitations of the environmental control subsystem (sample temperature control) and TPC 

characterization (bias electric potential, tribocurrent, etc.). The sample holder must fulfil at least 

the following requirements: good thermal contact with the base surface (for the sample heating 

and cooling), good wear resistance and low friction (to make easier sample manipulation), be 

insulated from the ground and should be electrically biased (for tribocurrent, tribopotential and 

triboemission characterization). Also, it can be necessary to plug in to the sample holder a 

temperature sensor using a special connector suitable for vacuum. Higher and lower 

temperatures of the sample require special setups in order to cut off the undesired infrared 

emission from the environment to a cold sample or from the hot sample to the environment. 

Cooling to cryogenic temperatures may require also special measures to reduce vibrations 

produced by the cooler and cooling agent flows. 

Sensor against vacuum and TPC subsystems. The force sensors are used to measure and control 

the normal and friction forces. An additional displacement sensor can be used for indentation. 

All the sensors must be vacuum-compatible with low desorption rate and suitable for moderate 

outgassing baking temperature. Furthermore, the force and displacement sensors must not 

interfere with TPC devices. For example, strain gauges, capacitive and inductive displacement 

sensors can produce electromagnetic interference on charge detectors, electron multipliers, 

antennas and other sensitive devices. Therefore, optical sensors can be a good alternative for 

other displacement sensors. However, optical sensor can be a problem for measuring 

triboluminescence.  

Optimal solution of the septilemma can be found using multi-objective or Pareto optimization 

method [47]. This method consists in step-wise optimization of the design parameters 

considering sequentially each specific objective and associated set of constrictions and 

limitations. In case, the design parameters and the specific objectives are discrete values, the 

optimal solution can be found by searching the most adequate options from the list of 

parameters. When the design parameters and specific objectives are continuous variables, 

finding the optimal solution is not an easy task, which can be solved using the method of 

mathematical programming (for details see specific literature, e.g. [48]).  

2.2. Tribometer configurations   

This work is focused on the systems for the macro- to micro-newton range. Some of the 

conclusions drawn in this work are applicable to a nano-newton range system, however as the 

latter is quite different in design, it is not considered in this work. The majority of UHV 

tribometers use a reciprocating motion since this configuration allows to keep all the mechanical 

bearings and guides outside a vacuum system and transmit the motion into the chamber using a 

shaft connected to the actuator, which can be sealed with all-metal flexible bellows without use 

of non-metal gaskets.  



Figure 2. Schematic drawings of some configurations of reciprocating motion vacuum 

tribometers: a) a system with a dead load applied inside a vacuum chamber; b) a system with a 

lever system to apply a dead load 

support of the pin; d) a system with the drives situated in vacuum; e) a system with 3 degrees of 
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the normal load cannot be continuously changed from the outside. The scheme b) uses a lever, 

one arm is connected to the bearings situated at the outer atmosphere while another arm is 

and flexible bellows allow tilting the lever with negligible resistance 

is applied to the atmospheric arm of the lever, it produces the 

between the sample at the end of the vacuum arm and the indenter (the pin). The p

is connected to a sealed shaft and can perform reciprocating linear motion. This scheme was 
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realized in an UHV experimental system TriDes [49]. In this configuration, when the lever and 

the shaft axes are parallel, normal load can slightly vary (various percent) during a friction cycle 

because of the variation in the effective arm length. This shortcoming can be overcome by 

placing the shaft at 90º to the lever. Furthermore, the maximal allowable normal load can be 

increased by using two bearings symmetrically on both sides of the chamber (Fig. 2 c) [45].  

Recent advances in the development of polymeric materials and actuators suitable for operation 

in UHV, e.g. piezo flexure actuators, piezo motors, etc., provide the possibility to place the 

whole drive inside a vacuum chamber, thus making the design more compact due to elimination 

of auxiliary elements such as flexible bellows and reduction of the inertia and power 

consumption (Fig. 2 d). Though having limited load capacity, these drives are promising for the 

use in UHV tribometers. Nevertheless, in combination with sensitive electric sensors piezo 

drives must be used with caution since they can produce electromagnetic interferences. 

The systems with 3, 4 and more degrees of motion (Fig. 2 e and f) have the advantage of 

flexibility in selection different zones on the sample for the test. In these systems, like in the 

system Ca
3
UHV, unidirectional sliding can also be done on open and close trajectories by using 

a proper motion control of the x-y stage. In some systems the indenter has an additional 

rotational degree of freedom with respect to z allowing changing the contacting zone on the pin 

between the tests without changing the pin [35, 50].  

Concerning rotary motion, it can be realized in two ways: using either bearing inside vacuum or 

some kind of a seal for the rotating shaft. Sliding seal is usually inacceptable in UHV because of 

high gas leak rate. Therefore, a range of all-metal rotary-motion drives with and without 

reduction which can sustain outgassing baking has been developed for different specific 

requirements [47]: high load, increased position accuracy, etc. However, these drives have large 

number of various tribological contacts including rolling bearings, harmonic gears, planetary 

gears, etc. that results in increased outgassing due to MSGE [7]. Recently, advanced seals, e.g., 

with magnetic fluid, that can provide required leaking rate below 10
-11

 hPa l s
-1

 have appeared. 

These seals can be used in a certain range of sliding velocity and mechanical tolerances of the 

shaft, but they can be undesirable for TPC characterization due to possible chemical reactions 

between the components of the sealing liquid with the emission products.  

From the tribological point of view, it does not matter which part, the indenter or the sample, 

moves in the test. However, for TCP characterization the scheme in which the indenter is still 

preferable, since the analytic equipment such as microscope, laser, electron and ion detectors, 

etc. can be easier focused on the stationary contact zone.  

3. Development of advanced UHV tribometers and lessons learnt  

The methodology briefly described in the previous section was used by the authors to construct 

two UHV systems, named TriDes-2 and Ca
3
UHV, for tribological, mechanical and 

tribochemical characterizations of solid materials, coatings and lubricants under residual 

vacuum and in controlled gas environment. TriDes-2 was specially designed for the 

characterization of MSGE, tribochemical and tribophysical processes, while Ca
3
UHV is a 

universal reciprocating motion tribometer that also can be used for the characterization of 

triboemision of gases and other TPC processes. The general characteristics of the systems are 

listed on Table 1. 

Table 1. General characteristics of the systems TriDes-2 and Ca
3
UHV 
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Parameters TriDes-2 Ca3UHV 

Range of the normal load (N) 0.1-8 0.1-20 

Range of the sliding speed (mm s-1) 0.1-5 0.002-10 

Maximal displacement of the pin (mm) 7 20 

Sample temperature (ºC) Ambient Cryogenic – 350 
1)

 

Gas pressure range (hPa) 10-5 – 10-10 103 – 5×10-9 

Maximal allowable gas pressure 

variation during the test (% /min)  
2.5×10

-3
 2.5×10

-3
 

Volume of vacuum chamber (l) 4 9.6 

Pumping line conductivity (l s
-1

, for N2): 

main line 

diaphragm 

 

3.59±0.14 

3.82±0.15 

 

183±9 

7.4±0.4 

Time constant of pumping process for 

N2 (s): main line / through the 

diaphragm / main line+ diaphragm 

1.11/ 1.05/0.55 0.052/1.3/0.05 

Types of the tests Reciprocating linear 

sliding, indentation, 

scratch 2) 

Reciprocating 

linear sliding 

1) Optionally up to 500 ºC 
2) Optionally 

Below, some of the lessons learnt in the development of these two systems are discussed.  

3.1.  Design of a vacuum system and environment control 

The system TriDes-2 was designed to operate under high vacuum (HV) and UHV (5 orders of 

magnitude of pressure), while the pressure range of Ca3UHV covers 13 orders of magnitude 

(Table 1) that leads to much more complex design. The strictest requirements are associated 

with UHV range, where all materials and components must have very low specific rate of gas 

and volatile emission and be able to sustain repetitive cycles of outgassing baking. When an 

UHV system is operating under low and medium vacuum (LV), i.e. in the pressure range 10
3
–

10
-3

 hPa, one should bear in mind the potential risk of surface contamination, which can lead to 

time-consuming and costly cleaning and degassing treatment. This is the price for the extended 

gas pressure range, which however, is justified, when the tests under LV are seldom. In this case 

the investment in a universal system is smaller than in two tribometers for high and low vacuum 

separately.  

To obtain vacuum in both systems there is a combination of a turbomolecular pump (TMP) 2 

and a forepump 3 with the lowest attainable pressure around 10-10 hPa (Fig. 3). Additional UHV 

pumps (ion, cryogenic, etc.) can be installed to achieve even lower gas pressure. To introduce 

the gases and control the gas pressure there is an automatic leak valve 9 with a maximum 

conductance of 0.7 l s-1 (for N2) and the range of gas flow 10-10 – 600 hPa l s-1 which can operate 

in parallel with a TMP. In order to achieve the gas pressure slightly higher than 10
-6

 hPa it is 

necessary to control the gas load of the TMP using a butterfly valve 12. Finally, at even higher 

gas pressures (>10-4) the TMP must be off and the required pressure can be achieved by varying 

the leak rate when pumping by a forepump. In this case the adequate precautions must be taken 

to avoid contamination of the chamber by backflow of oil vapours from the forepump. 

For accurate quantification of MSGE rate under HV and UHV a dynamic gas expansion method 

is used in both systems. For this purpose the main chamber 1 is pumped through a diaphragm 7 

with well-defined gas conductance, while the main valve 4 is closed. The gas emission rate is 

proportional to the difference in the pressure increase on the sides of the diaphragm, which is 



measured using the calibrated gauges 

[13, 51, 52].  

When during the test the sample must be kept chill or hot, the gas emission from t

gas adsorption on a cryogenic 

measurement. To face this problem a special sample holder 

[53]. The sample holder 1 (Fig. 4) 

the main vacuum chamber and surrounding the heater and/or the 

by a shield 2, which separates vacuum volume in two independent parts. The shield is

maintained at the same temperature

pumped by a separate pump or by the main pump through the line 

conductivity and convection in vacuum are negligible, the shield cut 

the heater to the main chamber

supplementary chamber 4 can be done in one of 

very low thermal conductivity and gas emission rate, such as thin stainless steel foil w

both the shield and the sample holder, or by a labyrinth sealing 

between 2 and 1 is achieved by thin vacuum gap, whereas the gas flow from/to the 

supplementary chamber 4 is largely limited due to the zigzagging geometr

measurements of a conductivity of the labyrinth seal o

0.439±0.005 l s-1 (for N2) that is small enough to largely cut off the gas flows from the heater 

well as towards the cooler of the sample holder and maintain stable the base pressure.  

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of main vacuum systems: a) TriDes

measured using the calibrated gauges 5 and 8. The details of the method are described elsewhere 

When during the test the sample must be kept chill or hot, the gas emission from the heater and 

gas adsorption on a cryogenic cooler may alter the base pressure and affect the MSGE 

measurement. To face this problem a special sample holder 14 has been designed and patented

(Fig. 4) has a supplementary small vacuum chamber 4 situating inside 

surrounding the heater and/or the cooler. This chamber is formed 

separates vacuum volume in two independent parts. The shield is

temperature as the main chamber. The supplementary chamber

pumped by a separate pump or by the main pump through the line 15. Since thermal 

conductivity and convection in vacuum are negligible, the shield cut the thermal radiation from 

the main chamber and from the main chamber to the cooler. Sealing of the 

can be done in one of the two ways: either by using an element

very low thermal conductivity and gas emission rate, such as thin stainless steel foil w

both the shield and the sample holder, or by a labyrinth sealing 5 in which thermal isolation 

is achieved by thin vacuum gap, whereas the gas flow from/to the 

is largely limited due to the zigzagging geometry. Experimental 

measurements of a conductivity of the labyrinth seal of Ca3UHV yielded value of only 

that is small enough to largely cut off the gas flows from the heater 

of the sample holder and maintain stable the base pressure.  

 

3. Schematic drawing of main vacuum systems: a) TriDes-2; b) Ca3UHV. 
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Figure 4. Two schemes of sealing the supplementary vacuum chamber of the sample holder: a) 

with material of low thermal conductivity; b) using labyrinth seal. 1 – the sample holder with a 

heater and/or chiller; 2 – the screen; 3 – gasket of low thermal conductivity; 4  – supplementary 

vacuum chamber of the sample holder; 5 – labyrinth seal; hot/chill surface is shown by the 

dashed line. The surface where the sample to be placed is shown by the arrow.  

When measuring transitory gas pressure during reciprocating motion, the dynamic limitations of 

the vacuum system should be consider. In terms of signal processing, a vacuum system is 

defined as an integral function, so the time series of pressure are smoother than corresponding 

gas desorption rate. In order to resolve pressure peaks the vacuum system must have a time 

constant below 20% of the characteristic time of the vacuum process. This can be achieved by 

reducing the volume of the chamber and increasing the pumping speed. However, the pumping 

speed has to be as low as possible for accurate measuring of the desorption rate. Therefore, it is 

desirable to have in the tribometer the means for variation of the pumping speed in order to find 

the optimal balance between the sensitivity of gas emission measurement and resolution of 

peaks in pressure time series in each particular experiment. For this purpose in both TriDes-2 

and Ca
3
UHV the experimental chamber can be pumped through one of two pumping lines with 

high and low conductivities which values are listed in Table 1. In addition, Ca3UHV has a 

butterfly valve which can be used for reducing the pumping speed of the TMP. 

Figure 5 illustrates the effect of the pumping speed on gas pressure time series resulting from 

MSGE. Both time series were obtained using TriDes-2 before and in the course of rubbing of 

Armco iron sheet by an alumina ball, 2 mm in diameter, under the same experimental conditions 

(normal load 0.73 N, sliding speed 0.18 m s
-1

, frequency of reciprocating motion 10 back and 

forth strokes per minute) with the exception of the pumping speed (for N2) that was 7.41±0.41 

and 3.82±0.15 l/s, for graphs i and ii, correspondingly. With no rubbing the gas pressure, pbase, 

in the chamber was steady in each case, although for ii it was almost two-fold higher than for i. 

This is reasonable since, for the same rate of gas emission from the walls of the chamber, the 

base pressure is inversely proportional to the pumping speed. When rubbing started, the gas 

pressure sharply rose due to MSGE from iron. Again, in case ii, the maximum pressure increase, 

∆pmax, was higher than in case i. Furthermore, signal-to-noise ratio was better in case ii due to 

increase in signal intensity while the noise dispersion was the same in both experiments.  

Double peaks of gas pressure corresponding to forth and back sweeps of the indenter can be 

distinguished in the graphs. Note that the time interval between the back and forth sweeps in 

one cycle was shorter than between the cycles [51]. Though the amplitudes of these peaks, 

∆ppeak, were almost the same in both cases, their relative intensity, i.e. the ratio ∆ppeak / ∆pmean, 

were quite different: 0.0563±0.0051 and 0.0331±0.0018 for i and ii, correspondingly. The 

higher is the relative intensity of the peaks, the higher is the resolution. This difference can be 

seen better in the inset of Fig. 5 where both graphs, normalized to (0;1), are plotted on the same 

axes. Another important parameter that has to be considered when studying transitional 

processes of MSGE is the rate of pressure decay. Higher rate of pressure decay that is associated 

with higher pumping speed results in less distortion and more accurate definition of features of 

pressure time series. However, in this example, the influence of the pumping speed was 

insignificant since the time constants of pumping process (0.55 and 1.05 s for i and ii, 

correspondingly) were more than five-fold smaller than the time constant of gas emission decay 

(36.1 s). These results suggest that increase of the pumping speed leads to enhancement of the 

peak resolution and decrease of distortion of pressure time series at the expense of decrease in 

both sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio.  



Figure 5. Gas pressure time series due to MSGE from Armco iron sheet under reciprocating 

rubbing by an alumina ball. The experimental conditions were the same 

the pumping speed that was 7.41±0.41 and 3.82±0.15 l/s for i and ii, correspondingly

shows the graphs normalized to (0;1). 

3.2. Force sensors 

Force sensors being the most important and critical elements for accurate tribological 

measurements have to respond to some important criteria, like vacuum compatibility, accuracy 

and repeatability. Even though the preferable way of measuring a force is th

most of vacuum tribometers the indirect sensors are used due to geometrical and constructive 

reasons. Indirect method consists in the deflection measurement of a spring with well

spring constant and good linearity by means of 

sensors, etc. As it has been already discussed in Section 2, optical sensors are preferable when 

TPC processes have to be characterized.

bear in mind the effect of misalignment 

6 a), tilting of a mirror can produc

in parallel mounting, the total displacement remain parallel but a warpage eff

to additional torque when a tangential force is applied 

longitudinal axis of the double-leaf spring 

Figure 6. Schematic drawing of a force sensor with a single leaf spring (a) and double

spring (b) 

 

Gas pressure time series due to MSGE from Armco iron sheet under reciprocating 

a ball. The experimental conditions were the same with the except

7.41±0.41 and 3.82±0.15 l/s for i and ii, correspondingly

shows the graphs normalized to (0;1).  

Force sensors being the most important and critical elements for accurate tribological 

measurements have to respond to some important criteria, like vacuum compatibility, accuracy 

and repeatability. Even though the preferable way of measuring a force is the direct one, in the 

most of vacuum tribometers the indirect sensors are used due to geometrical and constructive 

consists in the deflection measurement of a spring with well

spring constant and good linearity by means of strain gauges, capacitive, optical or inductive 

As it has been already discussed in Section 2, optical sensors are preferable when 

TPC processes have to be characterized. For the indirect force measurement it is necessary to 

misalignment of the spring. If only one flexible member is used

produce a consistent error; if more than one flexible member is used 

in parallel mounting, the total displacement remain parallel but a warpage effect can occur

when a tangential force is applied to the tip at a distance 

leaf spring (Fig. 6 b).    

 

Schematic drawing of a force sensor with a single leaf spring (a) and double
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Gas pressure time series due to MSGE from Armco iron sheet under reciprocating 

exception of 

7.41±0.41 and 3.82±0.15 l/s for i and ii, correspondingly. Inset 

Force sensors being the most important and critical elements for accurate tribological 

measurements have to respond to some important criteria, like vacuum compatibility, accuracy 

e direct one, in the 

most of vacuum tribometers the indirect sensors are used due to geometrical and constructive 

consists in the deflection measurement of a spring with well-defined 

capacitive, optical or inductive 

As it has been already discussed in Section 2, optical sensors are preferable when 

For the indirect force measurement it is necessary to 

f only one flexible member is used (Fig. 

a consistent error; if more than one flexible member is used 

ect can occur due 

to the tip at a distance lw from the 

Schematic drawing of a force sensor with a single leaf spring (a) and double-leaf 



Figure 7. UHV compatible 2-axe

leaf springs used for measuring 

measuring x component of the force; 5, 6 

of the x-stage; 8 – microactuator for positioning of the optical sensor of the 

In both TriDes-2 and Ca
3
UHV, intensity modulation bundle fibre optic sensors are used. These 

sensors require pre-setting the correct distance between the sensor and the mirror attached to a 

spring before each measurement. In addition, an intensity calibration must be 

regularly by scanning the distance between the mirror and the sensor, while measuring the 

output time series. These manipulations can be done in atmosphere during venting the system 

by using manually operated external micropositioners 

vacuum after each adjustment of the sensor is time consuming and costly. Furthermore, small 

structural deformations of the system due to the pres

induced by outgassing baking may cause misalignment of the sensors and the need of new 

adjustment. Therefore, in Ca3UHV system these problems were overtaken using vacuum

compatible built-in linear-motion 

mm) of the sensor against the mirror (Fig. 

is that it allows selecting the sensitivity of the measuring between the tests without venting the 

system by situating the sensor in its near or far measuring ranges. 

range of the force measuring about one order of ma

principle of the sensor see [56].  

Recent analysis revealed the critical importance of the quality of the reflecting surface 

measurement uncertainty of the

[56]. Presence of several defects may significantly increase the uncertainty of the 

especially for x-stage, which sensor c

the mirror. Therefore, the mirror should be preferably 

stainless steel, rather than a thin film

mirror and reduce the risk of its damage by the sensor 

exchange, the optical sensor can be moved away from the mirror using the

3.3. Motion system 

Though there are several commercially available 

system inside a high vacuum chamber, everything 

UHV, mainly due to requirements on 

 

es force sensor. 1 –  the base plate; 2 – the pin; 3 –

leaf springs used for measuring y component of the force; 4a and 4b – the leaf springs for 

component of the force; 5, 6 – bundle optical fibre displacement sensors; 7 

microactuator for positioning of the optical sensor of the y-stage.  

UHV, intensity modulation bundle fibre optic sensors are used. These 

setting the correct distance between the sensor and the mirror attached to a 

spring before each measurement. In addition, an intensity calibration must be 

regularly by scanning the distance between the mirror and the sensor, while measuring the 

output time series. These manipulations can be done in atmosphere during venting the system 

by using manually operated external micropositioners [54]; however, obtaining the required 

vacuum after each adjustment of the sensor is time consuming and costly. Furthermore, small 

structural deformations of the system due to the pressure difference and thermal deformations 

outgassing baking may cause misalignment of the sensors and the need of new 

UHV system these problems were overtaken using vacuum

motion microactuators which allow relative displacement 

of the sensor against the mirror (Fig. 7). Another advantage of this patented [55

is that it allows selecting the sensitivity of the measuring between the tests without venting the 

system by situating the sensor in its near or far measuring ranges. This leads to increase of the 

range of the force measuring about one order of magnitude. For details on the operation 

 

revealed the critical importance of the quality of the reflecting surface 

of the intensity-modulation bundle fibre-optic displacement sensors 

. Presence of several defects may significantly increase the uncertainty of the measurement

sensor can be displaced in both x and y directions with respect to 

mirror should be preferably a polished hard metal, e.g., hardened 

thin film. In addition, in order to increase the durability of the 

and reduce the risk of its damage by the sensor during the operations of 

the optical sensor can be moved away from the mirror using the linear micro actuator

commercially available solutions for integrating a 3-axes 

high vacuum chamber, everything becomes more complex when we switch to 

requirements on outgassing and baking cycles. In many cases, an indirect 
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– one of two 

the leaf springs for 

bundle optical fibre displacement sensors; 7 – mirror 

 

UHV, intensity modulation bundle fibre optic sensors are used. These 

setting the correct distance between the sensor and the mirror attached to a 

spring before each measurement. In addition, an intensity calibration must be carried out 

regularly by scanning the distance between the mirror and the sensor, while measuring the 

output time series. These manipulations can be done in atmosphere during venting the system 

; however, obtaining the required 

vacuum after each adjustment of the sensor is time consuming and costly. Furthermore, small 

sure difference and thermal deformations 

outgassing baking may cause misalignment of the sensors and the need of new 

UHV system these problems were overtaken using vacuum-

ors which allow relative displacement (up to 5 

55] solution 

is that it allows selecting the sensitivity of the measuring between the tests without venting the 

This leads to increase of the 

For details on the operation 

revealed the critical importance of the quality of the reflecting surface on the 

optic displacement sensors 

measurement, 

with respect to 

, e.g., hardened 

. In addition, in order to increase the durability of the 

during the operations of the pin 

micro actuator.    

axes motion 

more complex when we switch to 

, an indirect 



driving of the parts is needed, tha

using belts, screws, gears, etc. 

surfaces as bellows must be used. Regarding the latter, it should be kept in mind that a proper 

baking for reaching UHV should 

complexity of the system increases 

Another problem is related to the increased mass and inertia of the 

of additional sealing elements. On the one hand, t

maximal allowable forces. On the other hand, it restrains both the maximal achievable 

acceleration and velocity. In fact, t

motor current, Ist, which is proportional to the force, 

st st frI F ma F∝ = + , (1) 

where m is the mass of the moving components, 

force. For the sake of simplicity we can consider that magnitudes of acceleration and 

deceleration are the same. Then, 

restrictions of vacuum sealing elements

0.5maxV aL aT= = , (2) 

where T is the duration of a motion cycle (Fig. 

velocity, V*, approaches Vmax

correspondingly, become considerably large, while 

constant shortens. So, mean sliding velocity increases slower than 

*
* 1

2
mean

V
V V

aL

 
= − 

 
. (3) 

The acceleration can be increased

but it also leads to undesirable vibrations at the inversion of the motion and is costly. Another 

way consists in optimization of the design by reducing the size and

system as well as by using different actuators, e.g., long

piezoactuators or advanced hydraulic actuators with magnetic fluid 

Figure 8. Diagram of velocity in a sliding cycle: a) as function of time; b) as function of sliding 

distance.  

In Ca3UHV system having the configuration f (Fig. 2)

rates induction (synchronous) servo

This kind of motor has the advantage of no need of mechanical commutation 

driving of the parts is needed, that is a mechanical transformation of the motor output power 

 It leads to an increase in the dead volumes and outgassing 

surfaces as bellows must be used. Regarding the latter, it should be kept in mind that a proper 

r reaching UHV should include all these supplementary surfaces; therefore, the 

increases significantly.  

Another problem is related to the increased mass and inertia of the motion stages due to the use 

On the one hand, this leads to reduced rigidity and limits

On the other hand, it restrains both the maximal achievable 

acceleration and velocity. In fact, the maximal achievable acceleration depends on t

proportional to the force, Fst, needed to start motion: 

is the mass of the moving components, a is the acceleration and Ffr is the static friction 

For the sake of simplicity we can consider that magnitudes of acceleration and 

deceleration are the same. Then, with the maximum displacement, L, limited due to geometrical 

restrictions of vacuum sealing elements, the maximal achievable velocity, Vmax, is given by:

is the duration of a motion cycle (Fig. 8). As can be seen from the plot, when desired 

max, the acceleration and deceleration intervals, 

correspondingly, become considerably large, while the time interval, tv, when the velocity is 

constant shortens. So, mean sliding velocity increases slower than V*:  

can be increased by selecting a motor with higher power and stalled current, 

it also leads to undesirable vibrations at the inversion of the motion and is costly. Another 

of the design by reducing the size and the mass of the motion 

system as well as by using different actuators, e.g., long-travel and high carrying capability 

piezoactuators or advanced hydraulic actuators with magnetic fluid [57].  

 

. Diagram of velocity in a sliding cycle: a) as function of time; b) as function of sliding 

having the configuration f (Fig. 2) and intended to study very low MSGE 

servomotors were chosen for motorization of the axes 

This kind of motor has the advantage of no need of mechanical commutation since 
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t is a mechanical transformation of the motor output power 

the dead volumes and outgassing 

surfaces as bellows must be used. Regarding the latter, it should be kept in mind that a proper 

therefore, the 

due to the use 

and limits the 

On the other hand, it restrains both the maximal achievable 

acceleration depends on the stalled-

is the static friction 

For the sake of simplicity we can consider that magnitudes of acceleration and 

due to geometrical 

given by: 

As can be seen from the plot, when desired 

the acceleration and deceleration intervals, ta and td, 

, when the velocity is 

ith higher power and stalled current, 

it also leads to undesirable vibrations at the inversion of the motion and is costly. Another 

mass of the motion 

travel and high carrying capability 

. Diagram of velocity in a sliding cycle: a) as function of time; b) as function of sliding 

and intended to study very low MSGE 

chosen for motorization of the axes x, y and z. 

 the electric 
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current in the rotor is obtained by electromagnetic induction from the magnetic field of the 

stator winding. Also these motors have low inertia, high velocity, no slip and low maintenance. 

The motors equipped with absolute encoders are controlled by the corresponding drivers 

connected to the motion control through a SERCOs bus. The maximal acceleration obtained 

was 20 mm s
-2

. In TriDes-2 system two stepper motors with microstep option have been used 

for loading and auxiliary displacement of the sample in the direction perpendicular to the sliding 

one, while a synchronous motor has been used for reciprocating sliding motion. Without special 

driver step motor should not be used for sliding motion because of intrinsic instability of the 

sliding speed, especially at slow motion. 

4. Conclusions 

Designing of an UHV tribometer system is a much more complex task than for a tribometer 

working at atmosphere since a number of contradictory requirements and limitations must be 

met. This task can be simplified by a correct classification of the parameters, requirements and 

limitations according to seven main subsystems of the UHV tribometer. Then, step-wise 

optimization of the design parameters can be carried out considering sequentially each specific 

objective and associated set of constrictions and limitations.  

Though advanced seals have been developed recently for rotating shafts, the linear reciprocating 

motion configuration remains preferable for the UHV tribometers intended for studying of 

various tribochemical and tribophysical process. Combination of the tribometer with physical 

and chemical experimental techniques set strict requirements on the subsystems of the 

tribometer in terms of: stability of the base pressure, compatibility of the materials and 

components of all subsystems, electric isolation of the pin and the sample from the ground, etc. 

Some of the advantages from the development of two UHV tribometer systems are presented 

and discussed. A vacuum system was developed to control the environment in the pressure 

range from 5×10
-9

 hPa to atmospheric. In order to reduce the instability of the base pressure 

related to gas adsorption on the cooler and desorption from the heater of a sample holder, a 

special design with a labyrinth seal or a special gasket of low thermal conductivity has been 

developed and patented. Also, a two-stage force sensor based on the intensity-modulated 

bundled optical fibre displacement gauge was developed. The novelty of this sensor consists in 

the use of linear motion micro actuators for adjustment of the relative position of the optical 

sensor in situ. This design allows extending the range of measured forces about one order of 

magnitude due to utilization of both measuring ranges of the optical sensor. The need of using 

sealing bellows increases the mass and reduces the rigidity of the motion system. Therefore, the 

maximum allowable load as well as the maximum achievable sliding speed are usually smaller 

for the UHV tribometer in comparison with a tribometer working at atmosphere. The 

acceleration and deceleration intervals cannot be ignored in many cases and significantly reduce 

the mean velocity.   
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Research highlights 

• Correct design of an UHV tribosystem implies optimal fulfilment of conflicting 

requirements for seven subsystems  

• The design principles were applied for development of two UHV tribometers coupled 

with tribophysical and tribochemical characterization techniques 

• Practical lessons learnt from the development of vacuum tribosystems are discussed 

 

 




